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The village of Sukoharjo III, sub-district Sukoharjo, district Pringsewu is one of the villages that are implementing the concept of governance in its government. Where in village Sukoharjo III has the village apparatus set up, manage and serve the interests of the local community in terms of organizing government village. But government officials have not been able to create, village good performance. Hence, then the formulation of problems in this research is how to implement good governance among all these street level of bureaucracy in RKP village Sukoharjo III, sukoharjo, Regency Pringsewu in 2012 and what are the obstacles faced in the implementation of good governance among street-level bureaucracy in the RKP village Sukoharjo III, Sukoharjo, Pringsewu Regency in 2012?

The implementation of this research is located on village Sukoharjo III, sub-district Sukoharjo, district Pringsewu. The technique of the collection of file used, there are three different types namely: observation, documentation, and an interview. Focus on research was taken from the main principles underlying good governance, namely accountability, transparency, and participation. While a method of research are the type of research descriptive with a qualitative approach.

In this research can be concluded that street level of bureaucracy Sukoharjo III has not yet succeeded in applying transparency, efforts to street level of bureaucracy in order to create public participation actively has not been realized, and the application of accountability made by street-level bureaucracy more addressed to the board of supervisors only. While the obstacles faced was the lack of an existing facility and the quality of human resources who are less qualified.
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